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TAXI SERVICES IN MANGALORE OUR STORYTravel with Mangalores premier taxi & tour packages
service providerWe are proud to say that we are basically from Tulu Nadu. We have been
providingCabs in KUDLAregion for the past 20 years. There were only 15 taxis serving in the whole
of Mangalore when we started our services. As the coastal region began to grow, the markets of
the cabs are augmenting substantially. One more specialty of Tulunadu is that they lend a helping
hand to basic Mangalore people. So manyonline taxicompanies came here but none of them could
survive here. Hence we congratulate the people of Mangalore on this matter.We had only one
Ambassador Car in the year 1999. Then we added Tata Sumo forMangalore Taxi servicesand then
introduced Tata Indica to the customers. Over the course of time, our agency has possession of all
luxury cabs and emerged as the No.1taxi operators in Mangalore. Our unique quality is that we
give more preference for the cleanliness of the vehicle. Just an example of this is as soon as
travelers get down the car, our drivers will clean the foot mats immediately and keep the vehicle
with fragrance.MANGALORE CABS EXPERIENCEI also had the thought of starting a taxi company at
my birthplace. So I started studying Mangalore Taxi Services. At that time, I came across many
companies providing cars for hire. But none of them understood the exigencies of travelers and
used to run their cab agency. An experienced traveler would like to do his personal work in his
own ways.He doesnt like to spend more time at a single location. We will adapt ourselves to his
convenience. Apart from that, we will agree to the timetable of travelers freely. Hence we have
started taxi services in Mangalore completely. You will get so many taxi agents in Mangalore, but
we have reached a unique milestone by providing taxis differently.Read More
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